Welcome To Paidsurveys

I'll tell it to you straight:

These million-dollar-a-year fat cats, know squat about their customers!
So they pay 'normal' people like me to tell them the word on the street.
Dear Friend,
If you would like to know how you to can take advantage of this and possibly make $3500+* per month, this is going to
be the most important website you will ever stumble upon.
Here is why:
Fortune 500 Companies Need Me.
A 34 Year Old Work From Home
Mother Of Two
And as if that isn't enough:
They Also Need You!
Each day I help these companies to make millions. I'm not a marketing whiz or an ex sales executive. Actually to be
honest I know absolutely nothing about business.
But what I do know about is what I like. The products I buy. And guess what: That's the exact info large companies are
willing to pay a premium for.
If they don't know what their average customers needs and wants, they won't have a business come the next season.
So how do they remedy this? Quite simply they pay millions of dollars each month, to normal average people. In return
these normal average people just jot down their opinions, and answer questions.
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Questions like: How many times per month do you shop for groceries?
I personally do this online. I know people who have the surveys mailed to them. But I myself can logon to the internet,
sign in to my account and complete a survey within 5 minutes.
In that time I usually earn $20 - $45. Not bad. With a few of these a day:
I Manage To Earn Around $3000 - $4000 Every Month*

I quit from my old job at the postal office. Telling my boss to "Shove It" was the best feeling I've ever had.
Since then my life has changed dramatically. I love it.
In the morning I wake up my son Alex and daughter Jenny. Then as they get ready for school, I head downstairs, and
turn on my laptop. Quickly I log into my account and complete a quick survey.
That usually takes no longer than 15 minutes. After that I refresh my account, and love to see $25 - $35 added to my
account balance.
Then I'll make sure my kids have a good breakfast, before dropping them off at the local school. A usually stop for a chat
with the other moms, before I stroll home again.
I then watch some day time TV while:
Taking a simple, easy online survey - $5 to $75 per survey!
Or
Participating in an online focus group - $50 to $150 per hour!
Or
Trying out new products, everything from shoes to stereos - Keeping the products and getting paid!
Or
Previewing Movie Trailers Online - Then answer a yes/no questionaire (did I like it) for $12 to $35
To do any of these I:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login and see what's available
Find something which pays a good amount, i.e above $20
Select one I like the look of, and click "add to list"
Complete this survey, or preview the trailer etc then make sure the amount is added to my account
balance.

That's it, if I want I can do it again, and earn even more. I am never worried about not having enough surveys to do
because there are hundreds of new surveys added daily. I could never complete all of them. And the supply of surveys
will never dry up.
The demand for market research is far too strong. A few years ago these companies needing customer's opinions would
hold market research days. At these events hundreds would turn up to test new products and complete surveys.
It cost the companies millions to stage these events, as paying for people to physically travel to these venues was not
cheap. With the rise of the internet however, these companies can create online surveys.
These surveys cost nothing to send out, and nothing for the customer to complete. Therefore the companies can afford
to pay much more. By paying $25 - $45* these companies are actually saving money compared to what they used to pay.
Of course now everyone I know completes online surveys for quick cash! My mom is retired and does just one or two
surveys a day. My brother in law is just out of college and has a great job... but completes surveys at weekends for extra
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cash that pays for his holidays.
My best friend just had a baby and when I told her what I was doing and how much I was making she tried it out before
going back to work. She is so happy she did .. now she stays home with her daughter and makes great money .. and she
spends wonderful quality time with her child. This is such a great job I know you will just love it.

Use this sample calculator below and get an estimate your potential income*:

How many surveys will you do a day?
Average money earned for each Survey?
How many days a week are you going to fill out Surveys ?
How many Focus Groups will you do a day?
Average pay per Focus Group?
How many days a week are you going to participate in Focus Groups ?

5
$35
5
1
$50
5

Calculate your Potential* Income

Weekly Income: $1,125.00
Monthly Income: $4,500.00
Yearly Income: $58,500.00

I setup this site after noticing what a great difference filling out online surveys made to my family's lives. They're all now
financially free. My mother goes on vacations like me and can keep up with the payments on her house and flashy car.
I have created a members area on this site which contains everything you need to start completing surveys.
There are hundreds of companies who need surveys completed.
Although thousands of people currently complete surveys, there is never a shortage of work. In truth thousands more are
needed to keep up with demand..
That's where you step in.
. But Before You Get Excited,
Paid Surveys Not For Everyone:
In fact, I can't even allow most people to sign up. Why? Because the companies only want people who will actually
complete at least one survey per week, spaces must be limited only to those who are serious!
If you're the kind of person who will waste my time by receiving your log in details then floating off for your next venture.
FORGET IT.
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Whereas if you think you can be dedicated enough to work the hour or two a day to complete surveys: I want to hear
from you:

... These Members Are All Earning
Full Time Incomes With Paid Surveys Etc:

"Thank you for giving us the opportunity to make extra
money from home. This extra cash has allowed us to enjoy
fun activities with our children."
- Timiteo & Marta Rodriguez

"I've searched high and low for a way to make money from
home. Stuffing envelopes became sooo boring so I decided to
give this survey list a try. This was perfect me, I made
$300 the first week."
- Mathew Harris

"This is an excellent survey list! We made back the money
it cost to join in the very first day."
- Henry & Linda Williams

"Making money couldn’t be any easier! I'm very opinionated
so these surveys are right up my alley. I get to stay home
and tell it like it is, HA-HA Thanks."
- Jennifer Lewis
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Bonus #1: Get Paid to do things you already do everyday:
Get Paid to Drive Your Car
Get Paid to Eat at your Favorite Resturants
Get Paid to Read Your Email

Bonus #2: How to Make Money with Informational Products:
This is one of the easiest methods to put into action. You can get started today and you don't need any
prior experience. I have outlined in great detail all of the steps you need to take put this automated cash
machine to work for you.
This one section is enough to show you how to really make a great living online.

Bonus #3: How to make Obscene Amounts of Money From the Internet!
If you have ever dreamed about being one of those people that "made it" on the internet, then this is
for you. I'm going to show you how to make money on ebay with affiliate programs, blogs, etc.
This section gives it all to you. You'll be blown away by the detail.

And That's Not All..
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Just this morning I closed the deal of a lifetime, and you get to take advantage of it totally
Free today!
As soon as you complete the signup process and become a member of Paid Surveys, Etc.
you'll be eligible to secure your very own personal consultation with one of our Success
Advisors. We have a staff of dozens of the most knowledgeable advisors in the industry.
Advisors who've assisted hundreds of clients in building multiple six and seven figure
businesses.
Normally the only people who have access to our Advisors have to pay upwards of $300
just to get on the phone with one of these superstars. But, right now, as soon as you
become a member of Paid Surveys, Etc. you'll be instantly placed next in line to speak oneon-one with one of our veteran success advisors.
Your advisor will talk to you about your short and long term goals and will map out the
exact steps you'll need to take to reach them.
Remember, people pay up to $300 just to get on the phone with one of our Advisors, but
right now you can lock in your spot for aero cost, all you need to do is complete the
signup process and become a member of Paid Surveys, Etc. and your name will be added
next in line to speak with your very on Success Advisor.

..:: IMPORTANT NEWS FLASH ::..
All Visitors can redeem the 50% off Coupon Today

It's your lucky day. I had an error with my coupon codes last week, and they weren't processing correctly. I'm not sure which users
couldn't use the coupons, therefor I'm allowing everyone to use the 50% off coupon for 3 more days starting from August 28, 2008.

The 50% off coupon code is: Etc50off
Just enter that below and you'll be able to save

50% off the normal price.

This Coupon will expire 3 days from August 28, 2008, at which time the price will return to $69.95

Step 1: Enter Coupon Code:
Enter the coupon code from above into the text field
below to see if you can qualify for up to 50% Off
instantly from Paid Surveys etc!
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A membership to paidsurveysetc.com can be ordered anytime!
Even if it is 2 a.m. on Christmas day, you will still be able to
receive instant access to members area where you can read or
print our all the information.
100% satisfaction money back guarantee!
Get 8 Weeks to Try it Out!
I agree to the Terms and Conditions of this website.

Discreet billing. No hidden charges.
One Time Billing. Safe & Secure.

Click to Pay $69 via PayPal

Enter Code Here

Click Here To Redeem Code

Discreet billing. No hidden charges.
One Time Billing. Safe & Secure.

Click to Pay $69 via Online Check

Discreet billing. No hidden charges.
One Time Billing. Safe & Secure.

Click to Pay $69 via Credit Card
This is a one time fee only. You will never be re-billed. Clickbank sells
our products - they are a trusted online retailer specializing in digitally
delivered products.

Home | Members | Order Online | Order by Mail | Order by Western Union / eCurrencies | Affiliates
Each Statement Below Is Important Information For You As A Consumer
Earnings Disclaimer | Disclaimers | Terms Of Service | Privacy Statement
Copyright ©2008 Paid Surveys, Etc. All rights reserved
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* Results vary with every individual, and your results may or may not be different from those
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Just enter the coupon code on the bottom of the website and you'll be able to Save 50% off the normal price!
Anyone
copying
our website,
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..:: Special Bonus ::.. You'll Also Get The Best Ebay Success Kit Absolutely Free!
*I will NEVER share your information with ANYONE! I hate spam as much as you do.
Name:
Email:
Send My 50% Off Coupon!
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